Modern_MED (standard)
Jungle XTRA (Woodlander)
Has the ability and potential to tackle any situation - good, bad, worst; expected, sudden, immediate that the user may
come across..











BLADE SIZE: 9.5 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 9mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 700 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 950 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT:1200 grams
FUNCTION: Defending, Fighting, Hunting, Jungle warfare, Outdoor, Regular Work, Trekking
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 12th June 2015
CATEGORY: Modern_MED (standard)
BLADE FINISHING: Mirror Polish

Let the subject speak for itself than the words…
It’s a jungle friendly extra special khukuri knife designated for all out jungle warfare and survival technique. The blade,
handle and fixtures are all made in such a fashion that it would support and boost outdoor activities and tasks.
Moreover, the inclusion of a special mini back up knife further makes the knife extra special and superior than its
counterparts. Both the mother and baby knives are very functional and would come very useful in any expected and
unforeseen situation, and also in various conditions/terrains. The blade is built only 9.5 inch long for easier carriage and
yet has a very good range that is fully polished to prevent from rusting and to work as a reflector (mirror) as well. The
handle has Vertical Guard for protection, Finger Grips (curvatures) for comfortable/firm grip and “L-key” system for
extra strength and durability. Traditional khukuri shape handle is adapted for easier and better (firm) grip. The B-up
knife on the other hand is 3inch long bladed (100 gms approx. weight) fitted by a very “easy-to-handle” wooden handle
to perform small tasks and games that may not be possible thru the mother blade. Its finishing is also highly polished
for easy maintenance and smart look. So lastly, the summary is: Jungle XTRA (Woodlander) is an all out all purpose

jungle utility knife that has the ability and potential to tackle any situation - good, bad, worst; expected, sudden,
immediate that the user may come across when he is out there alone in the unfamiliar and unforgiving territories.

Blade size: 9.5 inches approx.
Handle size: 4.5-5 inches approx.
Blade Thickness: 9 mm approx.
Weight: 700 gms approx. (Blade+Handle)

Materials / Features:
Black leather sheath, Hard wooden handle (saaj), 52100 steel, metal fixtures, L-key system, mirror polished

McCurdy’s MODERN
McCurdy's Modern, a modern day kukri is BOTH – a performer (made for rough and tough use) and a displayer
(adding beauty and glory to a surrounding)..











BLADE SIZE: 11 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 10mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 800 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 975 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1300 grams
FUNCTION: Regular Work, Outdoor, Gift, Decoration, Show Piece, Trekking, Jungle Warfare, Military
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 8th May 2014)
CATEGORY: Modern_MED (standard)
BLADE FINISHING: Semi-Polish

The best seller of John McCurdy’s creation is now on KHHI’s showcase. A sleek and lethal looking blade having a
creatively designed handle that is very comfortable and durable - McCurdy’s Modern khukuri is a mixture of traditional
(blade) and contemporary (handle) style at its very best that is created to perform at its optimum level. Build for
hardcore works yet has a sassy delicate look; “Modern”, a modern day kukri is BOTH – a performer (made for rough
and tough use) and a displayer (adding beauty and glory to a surrounding). A must when one is looking for both
qualities; play and display.

Who is John McCurdy??
A good friend, loyal customer and a regular buyer of KHHI since 2007, KHHI is honored and delighted to serve people
like John McCurdy. He is a knife designer, maker, enthusiast and a collector. He along with KHHI has done many
projects over the years and has successfully won trust and confidence of hundreds of people and has earned a good
reputation as a “Trusted” knife maker in the field. Although John’s main line of business is construction he is very
passionate towards knives and has contributed his portion of share to this amazing field. We deeply thank John
McCurdy for all his support and suggestion and wish him and his family the very best for the future. Its such an honor
to carry such a great knife to our main product line. Dhanyabaad (thank you in Nepalese) to Mr. McCurdy.

Blade::
The famous World War (Historic) version; a typical khukri shape. Chirra/fuller in blade to work as an “I-Beam” to cut
down unnecessary weight but more importantly give extra strength and rigidity to the blade. The chirra works as a
shock absorber and eases the tension and impact felt by the blade. Finger choil at the end of the blade to rest index
finger and to have more control over the knife to perform close and small games. Unpolished blade for good look and
better temper/hardness.

Handle::
Strength of the kukri. Its shape, size, contours, curves etc all give the knife a perfect grip and thus a perfect HOLD. The
flared up top and bottom portion of the handle give a nicer feel and more comfortable clutch. It also works as a Guard
from both sides to always keep the using hand within the handle area (where it must be at all times). Full flat tang 3 x
riveted handle for strength and durability. Wooden handle scales are strongly glued to the tang and further riveted to
reinforce the whole fixture. The handle also has a lanyard hole at the end of the tang in which a leather cord can be
inserted (as shown in the photo) in where the using hand goes through, making sure the blade never leaves the hand.

Sheath::
A simple but elegant looking sheath is adopted for this khukuri. No fixture of any sort so no flashy. Treated brown
leather is used to match the wooden handle and to give a dashing look overall. A frog for the belt to go through for
waist carriage and a lanyard loop tip for leather thong to go through for thigh tying are furnished to facilitate easy
carriage and movement.

Engraving:
Each blade comes with engraving in one side as seen in the Large Photo; done to personalize the knife and to give its
identity. McCURDY, NEPAL
Materials / Features:
Brown leather sheath, FFT riveted Rosewood COMFY handle with lanyard hole, Satin finishing single chirra/fuller
blade

Modern Craft
One of the most interesting and innovative creations of KHHI..











BLADE SIZE: 10 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 8mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 650 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 775 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1075 grams
FUNCTION: Combat, Indoor, Military, Regular work, Stabbing, Trekking
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 13th Jan 2007)
CATEGORY: Modern_MED (standard)
BLADE FINISHING: Semi-Polish

One of the most interesting and innovative creations of Khukuri House Handicraft Industry.
KHHI takes yet another step forward into making real kukri knives of class, power, exception and even wider selection
with the release of the “Modern Craft” Kukri.
The name says it all; it’s a contemporary kukri blade that is fearsome yet friendly. Top notch quality with extremely
useful shape backed up by the “comfort-grip riveted full-flat-tang” handle give this kukri a superior and stronger niche
than any other kukris that will indeed give a better result, easier maintenance and safer handling.
All these amazing unique features of this kukri make it an ideal knife for just about any activities that involves cutting
and can accompany in just about any terrains where man can go.
Blade:: Shape is such that it gives better movement and feel - Not too curved so cutting and swinging is easier and
faster - Regular notch is discarded but the bottom of blade extended up front and made dull to work as a guard or
divider to prevent hand from slipping towards blade section when using
Handle:: “Panawal” type handle (Full Flat Tang) with a shape that gives easy and sturdy grip – 3 x rivets are further
fixed to reinforce the whole handle fixture – the unique front edge contour provide easy, quick and strong holding at all
times – Unpolished buffalo horn is used for better grip and matching look

Frog:: A completely new and more effective leather frog is introduced; the “KHHI Farus”– Unlike regular ones here
the belt keeper (loop) is made at the back of the frog itself to make carriage very easy and efficient; staying closely to
the body – the Frog is fastened by shoe lace or leather thong to strap its two end and also for a new unique look
Scabbard:: Special pattern (Buttewal) water buffalo hide is used – Inner wooden frame is made flat for easy operation –
Metal chape is ignored for safety reason - two traditional small knives (Karda and Chakmak) are also discarded to give
a contemporary look – a lanyard leather loop is also fixed in the tip for better and easier handling.
Materials / Features:
Special water buffalo leather, comfort-grip riveted full-flat-tang UNP horn handle, special KHHI frog

Panjawal Special (Ranger)
Better and superior version of the Standard “Panjawal (Gripper) created to improve performance and serve the user
flawlessly..











BLADE SIZE: 10 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 10mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 600 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 800 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1100 grams
FUNCTION: Domestic use, Hunting, Indoor, Jungle Warfare, Trekking
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu (released on 1st Oct 2007)
CATEGORY: Modern_MED (standard)
BLADE FINISHING: Semi-Polish

It is the better and superior version of the Standard “Panjawal (Gripper) created to improve performance and serve the
user flawlessly. Crucial improvements are made on the khukuri like the wider bevel to strengthen the edge, thicker and
broader blade for better and easier cut, compact wooden finger-grip handle with lanyard hole for superb handling,
arrangement of a back up knife as a mini-immediate knife and a special brown leather scabbard designated for better
look and durability truly makes this knife special and unique; an important hardware in woods and wild, one of the
strongest contenders of KHHI’s amazing product lineup, worthy to pay and to play with; a true “Ranger” that would

serve and safeguard it’s master in a typical Ranger fashion.
Blade:
Blade is semi-polished to give a smooth, silky and strong panel. The wider, broader and heavier blade also gives better
feel, superior handling, controlled stroke and effortless cut. Bevel (edge) is extensively widened unlike any other
khukuris to back up the sharp edge, enhance the cutting ability and enlarged the depth of the stroke against the target
point/surface. The large steep bevel can penetrate into an object lethally inflecting deep-down impact.
Back Up / Baby Knife:
The usefulness and uniqueness of the kukri; featuring perfect handy size, excellent grip and superior scabbard is further
boosted and taken to a next level up by the addition of an extra utility back up knife, to perform just about any cutting
activities; small or big, minor or major. The small straight knife, crafted much stronger and better than the regular
companion of a kukri (Karda) makes possible to cut even the smallest things and cuttings. This back up knife will give
the much needed support making the whole knife package more useful and worthy to have it at Home or in Jungle.
Handle:
An important and unique feature of the kukri designed to give perfect grip, ideal balance and better feel. The contours
or curvatures at the front side of the handle will ensure that the fingers and the palm get a sturdy yet comfortable rest
facilitating a better grip and easier hold. The lanyard hole is another important and interesting feature of the khukuri. A
leather string that goes through the hole and round the wrist of the using hand will ensure that the khukuri always stays
in the hand close to the user even in slippery and wet conditions.
Scabbard:
Special and durable leather is used of the scabbard. Style, comfort, durability and swift-handling are important element
of this special scabbard. A brass “Kothi” (Chape) with a flattened tip is used as decoration and more importantly to
prevent from piercing into things or flesh.
Materials / Features:
Special brown leather scabbard, Indian Rosewood finger-grip handle, back-up knife
SiruPate Special (Hunter)
A genuine and efficient hunting and trekking kukri, the ultimate hunting knife; be the HUNTER..











BLADE SIZE: 10.5 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 7.5mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 500 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 650 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 950 grams
FUNCTION: Domestic Use, Hunting, Indoor, Military, Outdoor, Regular work, Stabbing, Trekking
ORIGIN: Dharan, Eastern Nepal (released on 30th May 2008)
CATEGORY: Modern_MED (standard)
BLADE FINISHING: Semi-Polish

It is one of the innovations of KHHI, a modern kukri that is made with a blend; exaggerated and experimented
especially with the handle (grip). It is also the outcome of inspiration and fascination of the maker towards other
famous hunting knives of the world. The blade is basically the famous “SiruPate” version; slim and light, that makes
the knife more practical because of it’s handy weight. It is also semi-polished at the same time to furnish an attractive
look and to avoid quick rusting. The handle is the copy of ‘Bahadur’ khukuri knife from KHHI’s product line, which
actually is a copied version of the famous “Cutlery’s knives”. The flat tang goes all the way through the handle and
metal rivets are fitted to strengthen the fittings. The two horn plates are first firmly glued to the tang by using epoxy
and 3 x rivets are fitted to secure the entire handle fixture. A see-through hole at the end of the handle supports a leather
cord (lanyard) for the user to belt around his wrist. This prevents from dropping the knife by the user in case his hand
gets sweaty or slippery. The front portion of the handle (contour and curving) is made to craft the best possible comfort
grip for work. It is also unpolished so a sturdy and steady grip is possible.
The scabbard also differs from the regulars. It is one of its very strong points. Unlike other kukris’ sheath, 2 mm ALL
leather is used to make its sheath – simple and strong - intended to make the kukri as light and easy handling as
possible and effortless carry-able at the same time. Traditional wooden frame is discarded and replaced by this thick
leather, as shown in the inset. The handle belt strap fitted to lock the handle simply makes carrying easier and running
swifter. Brass rivets are positioned in the vital parts to ensure that the sheath remains together forever. Similarly, a
lanyard loop along with a thigh leather cord is secured at the tip of the sheath to tie around thigh portion in order to
prevent wobbling even when the carrier is in speed motion.
All these special and unique features of this knife make it a genuine, efficient hunting and trekking kukri. The ultimate
hunting knife for you, “be the HUNTER not the HUNTED”.
Note:: The new sheath is available from 28th Mar 2012 onwards only
Materials / Features:
2mm new ALL leather sheath, water buffalo riveted full flat tang horn handle, semi polished blade

V Series (the Versatile)
This version of KHHI’s elite khukuris come in series of sizes of blades ranging from 7 to 12 inch long..











BLADE SIZE: 11 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 8mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 725 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 925 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1275 grams
FUNCTION: Defending, Jungle Warfare, Regular work
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 1st Mar 2010)
CATEGORY: Modern_MED (standard)
BLADE FINISHING: Mix

V for versatile, V for vicious, V for victor, V for vim and V for value, and ‘Series’, because this version of KHHI’s
elite khukuris come in series of sizes of blades ranging from 7 inch to 12 inch long, thus the name has been given so to
properly personify the khukuris.
The unusual almost semi-circle (Crescent) shape of the khukuri without shoulder and peak is forged for easier handling,
better performance and to create a more practical cutting tool. The shape of the V series is fairly curved thus it
facilitates the cutting and chopping activities further better. On top of that the blade has a style of its own, never done
before in any other knives by KHHI. The blade has a unique feature with two large divisions, the bevel and panel. The
large elongate bevel is unpolished where as the panel that run across the body to the riccasso is highly polished. This
finishing of V series is strange yet stylish plus carries a good reason behind. Since the bevel is unfinished it skips the
long harsh process of getting polished as a result the temper (hardening) is retained, as it was while tempering and
hence the edge remains as strong and rigid. On the other hand the panel is highly polished, means some temper is
withdrawn intentionally as it gets heated when getting polished. The Panel thus becomes little softer, providing cushion
to the bevel. When the blade is stroke against a target, the bevel penetrates through while the panel gives the needed
suspension to the bevel so that force generated in the action can be minimized, lessening tension to the bevel. This new
method of finishing the blade has proven very successful and satisfactory.

Handle of V series is a simple wooden handle with full flat tang fixture that would simply provide good grip and long
life. The handle is reinforced with rivets to strongly secure the fixture. The two wooden scales are first glued to the tang
by using epoxy and 3 x rivets are fitted to complete the handle. A lanyard hole facility is also in place; for a leather

thong to go through it and round the using hand’s wrist. The contours, ridges, surfaces and the handle itself is made
thicker to provide comfortable grip even for big hands.

The V series has a beautiful reddish brown leather scabbard made to go with the overall look of the khukuri. A white
metal chap compliments the dashing and dangerous look of the knife. A set of special Karda + Chakmak accompanies
the V series to further boost the ability and value of this extra ordinary khukuri knife unleashed by KHHI.
(V Series comes in various sizes from 7-12 inches blade. Please write your preferred size in the “Comment/Message”
field when ordering. For example V7, V8, V9, V10…)
(Please note that the weight mentioned here is of "V11")
Materials / Features:
Unique raw and polished mixed blade, Full flat tang with riveted-comfort handle, Special reddish brown leather
scabbard, special K + C

